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New features: Chat history is now preserved between sessions, and does not get lost when disconnecting. The Host name is now remembered between sessions. The MultiPaste menu has been moved from the View menu to the Edit menu. The Copy Typing History, When Connecting and Reconnecting has been moved from the Options menu to the Advanced menu. Fixed bug: Fixed the color of the
toolbar. Fixed issues with the Internet Explorer menus. Version history: mIRC v7.68 Changes: Initial release Since the beginning of mIRC development in the mid 1990s, development and release of mIRC has been done in my spare time. During this time, the "professional" versions of mIRC have been released. The latest "pro" version of mIRC is mIRC v7.61, which is available for Windows
XP/Vista/7/8/10/11. I have made various changes, including the removal of a number of options, improvements, optimizations and new features. First of all, the source files for this release can be downloaded from my website: If you have had a previous version of mIRC installed, you can install the latest version of mIRC by using the downloaded zip file. The zip file contains a number of versions of
mIRC, including this latest release, mIRC v7.68, mIRC v7.61, mIRC v7.60 and mIRC v7.56, among others. You only need to download the one that corresponds to the version of mIRC that you are using. The following versions can be downloaded for Windows: mIRC v7.68 for Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10/11, mIRC v7.61 for Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10/11, mIRC v7.60 for Windows
XP/Vista/7/8/10/11 and mIRC v7.56 for Windows XP/Vista/7/8/10/11. Downloading and installation instructions are in the ReadMe file included with the zip file. If you are using the latest version of mIRC, be sure to save the following information on your hard disk before you disconnect: Host name Host password Port number Protocol 82157476af
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